RELIEF: Transferring a drawing.
Professor: James Bailey
You can draw directly onto your wood block with a pencil, sharpie marker or sumi ink. If working on wood, be careful not
to use ballpoint pens as these can incise into the wood. Read the directions regarding whether you should tone your
block before or after the transfer, and also whether or not your image will be reversed.
Image Reversal
All relief printing blocks must be cut in reverse so that they print correctly, or “right reading”. This applies to all imagery,
but is most obvious when text or numerals are included. Cut your block backwards, opposite to what you want the print to
look like. Remember: That if you can READ IT ON THE BLOCK, YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO READ IT IN THE PRINT!!

Graphite method: (this method will reverse your drawing, so it will print like the original)-TONE your block before you
begin.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Do a drawing on paper or Mylar using a soft graphite pencil (5B).
Turn the drawing face down onto your already toned block and tape in place.
Burnish the back using a wooden spoon or bone folder.
You can then go over your graphite lines with a marker to make them more permanent if desired.

Carbon Paper method: (this method does NOT reverse your drawing). )-TONE your block before you begin.
1)
2)
3)

Lay a piece of carbon paper on top of your block.
Tape your drawing face up over the top of it.
Using a pencil or pen trace the lines of your drawing, check your progress by lifting a corner to peek.

Conte Crayon method: (Dragon’s blood method) (this method does NOT reverse your drawing). )-TONE your block
before you begin. (Formerly: red oxide method) You can use a Sanguine conte crayon for this process.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Lay down a large sheet of newsprint.
Using a sanguine conte crayon, cover one side of the newsprint.
Rub this in using a cloth or paper towel if needed (You have now essentially made a piece of carbon paper).
Then follow the same steps for the carbon paper method.
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Red Oxide method: (De-natured Alcohol & Red oxide powder) Mix together and cover a sheet of vellum.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Do you drawing on a piece of tracing paper or vellum. (This will allow you to reverse your drawing.)
Tape Red oxide paper (coated side down) onto your block.
Tape your drawing over this in reverse.
Trace your design using a ballpoint pen or pencil.
Remove the drawing and transfer paper and go over your transferred lines with a sharpie marker.

Chartpac Blending Marker method: (This method reverses your image)-TONE your block AFTER the transfer.
This method is good for smaller images, line drawings or for reversing text or numbers. It is not recommended for
larger images with a lot of continuous tone. It is suggested you practice this on a second Xerox/laserprint before
you begin.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Start by Xeroxing your drawing or work from a laserprint. (Black and white only)
Tape you laserprint/Xerox onto your block.
Begin by quickly going over a small section with the Chartpac blending marker.
Quickly burnish this area using a wooden spoon or folding bone.
Check your progress as you go.
Continue until your entire image has been transferred.

Citri-Strip method: (ORANGE GEL) (This method reverses your image))-TONE your block AFTER the transfer.
This method is good for small or larger images that need to be transferred.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Using a black and white Xerox or laserprint.
Pour a generous amount of Citri-strip onto the back of your image and carefully rub it over the entire back of
the image. (you’ll see the image turn darker from the back side)
Place your block onto the press bed.
Lay your Xerox/laserprint face down onto your block.
Place a couple of clean sheets of newsprint on top of your block.
Using one felt and heavy pressure run the block through the press.
Pull up one corner to check the transfer, if light, increase the pressure and run back through the press.

Citri-Solve method: (YELLOWISH LIQUID) (This method reverses your image) TONE your block after the transfer.
This works for both laserprint images, and It also works for drawings done with a sharpie on newsprint.
1- Lay image face down onto your block.
2- Apply an even amount of citri solve to the back.
3- Burnish and check progress.
Traditional Japanese Method: (this method will reverse your drawing, so it will look like the original) –Tone your block
before you begin.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Do a drawing onto a thin piece of paper (eastern style), with a water resistant media.
Apply a thin layer of gum Arabic to the front of the drawing or apply a thin layer of Nori (Rice paste) to your
block. Pat slightly to create a texture.
Lay your drawing face down onto your block and burnish it smooth to get rid of air bubbles and adhere it to
the block.
When the adhesive is dry, slowly moisten the back of the paper and rub off the excess paper to leave your
image left on the block.

NOTE: Some of the above transfer methods DO NOT reverse your drawing, meaning if your are using text, numbers and
the like you will need to draw them in reverse. For the transfer methods that DO reverse your drawing, you won’t have to
do this step.
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